BE REMARKABLE

Prime specializes in experiential and
event marketing
PRIME VIDEO

Our Mission

Core Values

Design, manage and execute innovative,
authentic and unique experiences that
bring brands and consumers together.

Zest for life
Dynamism, family, collaboration, passion

Authenticity
Respect, uniqueness, honesty, care

Performance
Efficiency, motivation, dedication

Know-how
Solid foundation, experience, knowledge,
attentiveness
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About Us

Our Team
Prime draws on the professionalism and strength of
each employee. We believe in quality over quantity and
pride ourselves in our Core Values.
Through teamwork we benefit from each other’s
strengths while also creating a culture conducive to low
turnover and high demand, thanks to our best practices
over 20+ years.
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Management Team

Brand Ambassadors

-

16 experienced permanent employees to bring
your project to term

-

-

Operation supervisor available 24/7

We have more than 500+ dedicated brand
ambassadors and field coordinators
across
the country

-

-

A responsive and resourceful team

They are all Prime qualified as we have specific
standards set for our brand ambassadors

-

Extensive food safety handling, compliance and
trained national teams

-

We offer specialized training for each tour
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Our Offices, Warehouses & Workshops
Prime serves a number of major clients across Canada and the United States, in various industries.

Calgary
Vancouver

Quebec
Montreal
Toronto
Chicago

Boca Raton
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Our Workshops

Our Warehouses

We have functional spaces to build and maintain
promotional vehicles and custom-designed exhibits.
Prime has a dedicated roster of skilled tradespeople
that are well versed in thinking outside the box.

Prime has 4 warehouses across the country. All are
readily accessible, heated, monitored and staffed by fulltime employees. Our warehouses are perfect for storing
the equipment and supplies needed for activations. All
are equipped with refrigerated spaces that allow us to
monitor the cooling chain of your products. Valuable
additional features include cleaning stations and pest
control as well as washers, dryers and shelving for
storing tour uniforms.
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Our Clients
Prime coordinates and executes more than 800 events &
marketing activities annually for various clients.
We pride ourselves in the relationships we’ve built over the
years and the long term relationships we’ve established
with many clients.
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Planning is our thing

“

I’ve moved a lot of money from
traditional advertising to experiences.
– CMO Mastercard

There are many ways to bring your ideas to life,
but it all comes down to pristine planning

”

We plan events from A-Z, including the most important
steps: feasibility and budgeting.

FROM A to Z
MANAGEMENT
Program setup
Equipment fabrication
Uniforms
Consumer experience flow
Creative & production
Technology
Legal
LOGISTICS
Staffing
Training
Scheduling
Warehouse management
And more!
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FEASIBILITY
Our highly resourceful team plans hundreds of events
every year. We’ve built strong relationships with many
suppliers, locations and key stakeholders/decision
makers over the last 20 years. We have full-time
dedicated account managers, coordinators and field
managers to bring your wildest ideas to life.

BUDGETING
Budgeting enough time to plan an event can often be the
largest cost depending on the size of your project; however this
investment in time pays off with longer programs. Important tip:
whether the event is a $10,000 or $100,000 project, the
planning hours involved could be the same, depending on the
ask and launch date of the program.

Our Referrals
Our teams work to ensure process consistency and as you can see here,
our valued clients appreciate how well we work with them.

“ We are pleased to count
Prime Marketing as a valued
partner
with
Coffee
Sampling
Tour
which
involves duties such as:
Booking staff, contacting the
events, operation of the
sampling trailer, supervising
staff, etc. In my experience,
Prime Marketing truly offers
a turnkey service [...] ”
Cathy Begley
McDonald’s Canada
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“ [...] Being in communication
with Rosalie makes the
process very easy. She took
the time to respond to all our
questions and take the lead in
explaining the next steps. [...]
Our product need to be
refrigerated and they took care
of the storage in their
warehouses. They had system
to detect any anomalies in the
temperature [...]. ”

“ [...] The sampling vehicle designed
by Prime Marketing for Liberté was
built to custom specifications with
high food safety and conservation
requirements. It [...] had the
property of refrigerating thousands
of Liberté products. I can sincerely
recommend Marilyne at Prime
Marketing as a business partner
who has contributed, with expertise,
to the success of Liberté in Canada
[...]. ”

Brad Martin
Johnsonville

Jenny Chiasson
General Mills Canada Corporation

“ [...] Her (Rosalie) ability to
communicate easily in both
English and French greatly
facilitated logistics during the
national tours. Prime Marketing's
actions on the ground have
undoubtedly enabled iA Groupe
financier to increase its notoriety
across Canada [...]. ”
Isabelle Paquet
iA Groupe financier

Our Services

1
EVENT MARKETING

2
CREATIVE SERVICES

A. LIVE EVENTS

A. IDEATION

B. CORPORATE EVENTS

B. DESIGN
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3

4

FABRICATION

DIGITAL

B. CUSTOM FABRICATION
B. PRIME PRE-OWNED
ASSETS

A. WEB DEVELOPMENT
B. DATA COLLECTION &
MANAGEMENT

1
EVENT MARKETING
A. XM & LIVE EVENTS
B. CORPORATE EVENTS

1

“ 85%

of consumers are most likely to
purchase a product after participating
in a live experience.

EVENT
MARKETING

– Evenmarketer

In recent years event or experiential marketing has
become an important budget line item for large brands. It is
obviously a key line item in your budget, but experience,
efficiency and partner selection are equally important.

“

Consumers have made it clear that,
for the most part, commercials just
don’t do it for them anymore.

”

– CMO Network

“

In 2019, brand experiences are now
seen as an expectation.
– The Drum
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”

”

Why Event Marketing Works
One-to-one engagement
Instant feedback
Consistency of brand awareness
Lasting, personal connection
Data collection
Ability to collect data
Analysis of information
Easy contest integration
Data collection proves ROI
Historical experience
Taste, touch, smell creates a lasting impression
“Liquid to lips” is a 20+ year proven strategy
XM maintains and builds brand recognition

1

EVENT
MARKETING

SERVICES
A. XM & LIVE EVENTS
Mobile tours
Sampling, tasting & sales
Street marketing
Events, stunts and pop-up shops
Sponsorship activations
Staffing
Promotional launch
Product launch
Store or branch opening
B. CORPORATE EVENTS
Fundraisers
Banquets, conferences & meetings
Team building
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AMPLIFICATION TOOLS
DIGITAL
AR/VR
Interactive terminal & tablets
Interactive game
Animation
COMMUNICATION
Contest management
Press relations
Social media
Promotional offer
DATA COLLECTION
NPS (net promoter score)
Geotracking
Mobile polygoning
PRODUCTION
Photobooth
Custom booth
Promotional items
Bunting
Sound & lighting
Photographer & videographer

1

EVENT
MARKETING
A. XM & LIVE EVENTS

MOBILE TOURS
At Prime, we take pride in our ability to bring to life your
wildest ideas. We can design, fabricate, manage and
transport all your tour equipment across all major and minor
markets and give your brand the recognition it deserves.
With our Prime-owned warehouses across the country,
logistics are a piece of cake.
SAMPLING/TASTING/SALES
Have them see it. Feel it. Taste it. Our sampling and tasting
services help customers fall in love with your products and
brand at first contact. We target the locations where your
customers most likely are in order to hand out your
products efficiently. Our high-energy ambassadors will
entice customers to accept your promotional offers and try
your products again.
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STREET MARKETING
Our teams will engage with your consumers to promote
your products or brand with the same passion as you.
Our brand ambassadors represent your business and
brand, convey your brand values and allow consumers to
connect with the brand and build an impactful and lasting
connection. They are the perfect way to drive traction to
your store, website or offer.
EVENTS / STUNTS / POP-UP SHOPS
Bring some spice to your traditional media plan and dare
to stray off the beaten path. These unconventional tactics
help put the spotlight on your brand and create longlasting connections with consumers. Interact with your
clients when they are in an open-minded, festive mood.
Surprise them by letting us create an impactful installation
that will entice them into willingly spending their precious
time learning more about your brand. Use each minute
wisely!
SPONSORSHIP ACTIVATION
Are you sponsoring an event? Don't make the mistake of
just putting your logo somewhere. Rather, take the
opportunity to present your brand and products to festivalgoers in an innovative and different form. They will be in a
state of mind where they will enjoy giving you their time
and their attention. We can help you impress them!

1

EVENT
MARKETING
A. XM & LIVE EVENTS

STAFFING
We take pride in the quality of our brand ambassadors. Our
talent acquisition team is at the core of our business and
does not take lightly the task of finding the perfect casting
for each activation. We have meticulous recruitment,
training and evaluation processes and offer one of the best
staffing solutions in Canada.
OTHER
(Promotional launch, product launch, store opening)
Something new coming up? Don’t forget to include in your
launch plan an opportunity for people to interact with your
product. We can help you increase word-of-mouth by
generating FOMO-worthy events.
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Mobile Tours

McDonald’s Tours
2011-today | Mobile Tours

VIDEO

Over 4.5 million samples since 2011! The McCafé, McFlurry and
Smoothies tours are successfully managed and executed by
Prime Marketing across Canada. All trailer design and fabrication
is also conducted by our team using McDonald’s approved
equipment and following strict Golden Arch standards. The
ultimate goal of the tours is to conquer new customers one cup at
a time and help local franchisees connect with their local
communities through the presence of these trucks at festivals.
These tours also help the brand connect with festivalgoers and
introduce exciting new McFlurry flavours.
-

± 300 events per year
± 6,000 units sampled per event
Over 7,000 km travelled yearly with certain tours
Up to 20 cups per minute with certain vehicles
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iA FINANCIAL TOUR
2017 | Mobile Tours

VIDEO

Prime Marketing was tasked with creating and managing a crosscountry tour to build brand awareness and celebrate iA Financial
Group’s 125th anniversary.
The iA travelling tour visited seven provinces to conduct a contest
where consumers had to guess how many toy elephants were
packed in the mobile display case. To enter, consumers had to
provide their information through a dedicated app/landing page.

-

± 1,235,000 people reached
± 26,000 km travelled and 22 Canadian cities visited
± 14,765 entries
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LIBERTÉ TOUR
2012-today | Mobile Tours

VIDEO

In recent years, Prime built two Liberté sampling trailers that have
completed both regional and national tours. We develop efficient
schedules that include busy landmarks, events and storefronts to
maximize impact as well as budgets. For this client, Prime also
conducted in-store product launches, coupon distribution, guerrilla
mass sampling and contest management via iPad terminals.
-

± 2,500 yogurts per event
± 280 activations per year
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CLARINS TOUR
2019 | Mobile Tours

With a well-established reputation in Quebec and wishing to
enhance its reach outside the province, Clarins decided to launch
a national tour in a glass showroom-like trailer. We were in
charge of building the trailer to the client’s specifications and
managing the logistics of the tour. Consumers were invited to
explore the brand through several interactions: personalized
make-up, photo booth, oil and cream bar, contest, sample
distribution and skin consultation.
-

16 days of activations
± 17,000 samples distributed
± 2,000 photos taken by the photo booth
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OUR CHEESE TOUR
2016-today | Mobile Tours

VIDEO

For three years, we’ve been highlighting and promoting the local
cheeses of Quebec by featuring them in custom recipes.
In collaboration with lg2, Prime Marketing designs and manages
the Our Cheeses Tour featuring local cheeses and recipes at
different foodie and cultural events throughout the province of
Quebec. This tour allows the brand to stay in touch with fans by
generating content during the slow media season, summer.
-

20 events visited per tour
± 1 million people at events & festivals in Quebec per tour
± 120,000 cheese tapas sampled to date
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Street Marketing

#SÉPAQMOBILE
2018 - 2019 | Street Marketing

In collaboration with lg2, Prime managed the SÉPAQ tour in
summer 2018 and 2019. The two SÉPAQmobile recreational
vehicles were hidden in different cities across Quebec
throughout the summer, and nature lovers were invited to find
them, capture and share the moment on Instagram. They had a
chance to win one of the getaways with the SÉPAQmobile and
an array of smaller prizes. In Year 2, an influencer was hired to
tour SÉPAQ landmarks to generate content and FOMO around
the Vanlife lifestyle. We help our clients with asset management,
maintenance and their contest.
-

13 cities and 13 national parks visited
12,150 km travelled
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CAA-QUEBEC
2017, 2019 | Street Marketing

The objective of these tours is to inform CAA-Québec members
and non-members of some of the multiple services offered.
Teams of brand ambassadors visited multiple stores during the
tours to educate CAA-Québec members about the loyalty
program and distribute flyers with exclusive offers and gifts.
Non-members were also approached and offered membership
information. A second activation was conducted to promote
CAA-Québec’s battery assistance program.
-

Multiple gas stations visited
± 85% of people informed of the offers
± 3,200 flyers distributed
278 batteries checked in 1 day and 4% changed on site
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Events, Stunts and Pop-up shops

MOVIE LAUNCHES
2019 | Events, Stunts and Pop-up shops

Cineplex launches hundreds of movies across Canada in
conjunction with its partners Paramount, Sony, Warner Bros.,
Universal, etc.
Cineplex called on the Prime creative team to develop feasible
movie-related concepts and ideas to execute in theatres.
To date, we’ve launched approximately 60 activations across
Canada working directly with the company’s national marketing
managers, film marketing managers and theatre general
managers to coordinate all logistics and roll out plans.
-

± 21,291 consumers engaged
15 theatres
5 markets: BC, AB, MB, ON, QC
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SANTA PHOTO BOOTH
2019 | Events, Stunts and Pop-up shops

Cineplex’s goal was for consumers to keep their theatres top of
mind over the Christmas holidays by activating a Free Photo with
Santa event utilizing a photo booth with Christmas props,
lighting and technology across 15 major theatres in 5 provinces
over 2 full weekends.
Prime was responsible for managing the full experience,
including booth design and fabrication, working directly with the
theatres, booking the Santas, setup/tear down, shipping, training
and staffing.
± 21,291 consumers engaged
15 theatres visited
5 Markets: BC, AB, MB, ON, QC
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JIM BEAM TAKEOVER
2018 | Events, Stunts and Pop-up shops

Beam Suntory tasked Prime Marketing with staging a Gastropub
Takeover to introduce the newest family member, Jim Beam
Vanilla.
Jim Beam Vanilla hit Toronto with a delicious treat, taking over
gastropub Speakeasy 21 by storm and creating a lively, exciting
environment where guests could try the newest addition to the
Jim Beam family. Bourbon ambassadors educated people on
Jim Beam Vanilla inspired cocktails, familiarized guests with JB
Black & JB White and served bourbon-infused tapas. Three
different menu items were offered to please all palates.
-

± 70 attendees
16 Influencers with a reach of 335,593 followers
± 500 cocktails and tapas sampled
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MIDNIGHT BREAKFAST
2017 | Events, Stunts and Pop-up shops

VIDEO

In partnership with Cossette, Weber Shandwick and OMD, Prime
Marketing was tasked with holding an epic, one-of-a-kind event
to launch McDonald’s All Day Breakfast.
In Quebec City, Montreal and Saint John’s, McDonald’s hosted
launch parties in-store to build awareness and social media buzz
around the new All Day Breakfast menu. Consumers were invited
to enjoy free McDonald’s gifts, breakfast food items, influencer
appearances, DJ entertainment and more! In addition to
generating FOMO and organizing event logistics, Prime
Marketing designed and built a bed-like photo booth to
maximize engagement and entice everyone to take a picture with
their favourites influencers.
-

± 2,000 attendees
2,500 Egg McMuffins sampled
1,000 fries and hash browns sampled
700 McDonald’s pyjamas handed out
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McDELIVERY ACTIVATION
2018 | Events, Stunts and Pop-up shops

VIDEO

Prime Marketing activated a 1-day stunt in Montreal to promote
McDelivery.
During the activation, McDonald’s took over the Old Port of
Montreal to promote the fact that McDelivery can deliver to you
almost anywhere and to ensure extensive exposure on social
media. Three McDelivery pins were installed at different port
locations, where brand ambassadors handed out gifts and
invited people to order food with Uber Eats. Additionally, a giant
Drone Zone was set up where people were delivered meals and
special gifts by drone. Activation elements included creation of a
green space within the Drone Zone, entertainment at each pin
and a photo booth.
70 deliveries
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PROMUTUEL ACTIVATIONS

VIDEO

2016 - today | Events, Stunts and Pop-up shops

VIDEO

Prime develops concepts and manages brand activations for
Promutuel Insurance. For example, at the Vanier Cup in Quebec,
we created a fan zone tailgate and distributed thousands of
promo items. At Fête du Lac des Nations, we invited
festivalgoers to participate in an immersive VR experience where
we took pictures of them that we shared via email. They could
win a prize if they shared their picture on social medias. For this
client, we’ve also distributed over 15,000 promotional items in
the streets of various cities.
-

± 22,500 promotional items distributed in recent years
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Sponsorship activations

SHOWROOM ON WHEELS
2019 | Prime owned assets

This modular trailer was a new addition to Prime’s rental options
in 2019. Specifications include 3,000-watt capability and a 120volt generator, indoor and outdoor power outlets, heat and air
conditioning, a storage area with sink, side door and back door
access for clients and a 65-inch TV. The great news is that we
offer a turnkey solution by customizing the trailer in our
workshop and managing the complete tour, from event selection
to supplies and brand ambassadors.
-

18 ft. long x 8.5 ft. wide x 7.5 ft. tall
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ANNIE’S HOMEGROWN
2018 | Sponsorship activations

General Mills tasked Prime Marketing with creating a 3-day
sponsorship activation at the Mac and Cheese Festival. As the
festival’s title sponsor, Prime hosted a family-friendly Annie’s
lounge to educate consumers and increase brand awareness.
Activation elements included interactive games, sampling/tasting
of a variety of products, entertainment and a photo booth.
Lounge entertainment included cooking seminars and DJ
performances.
-

45% of festival attendees entered the activation
(45,000+ attended the festival)
24,000 samples distributed
Every 4 seconds, a sample was distributed
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SPONSORSHIP ACTIVATION
2019 | Sponsorship activation

We created La Capitale Insurance relaxation zones to activate
the client’s sponsorship of the Quebec City and Montreal Défi
Entreprises. The zones offered several seating options so that
participants could sit down to eat their snack. IT was used to
represent the essence of the company through the look of these
zones. Our team designed the zones, managed setup and tear
down and kept the area clean.
-

90 seats available per city
± 40 ft x 100 ft zones

Staffing

CN100
2019 | Staffing

As part of CN’s 100th anniversary celebrations, Prime provided
hundreds of brand ambassadors across the country. Our team
successfully managed the schedules, travel and compensation
of all field teams. Seven stops were made during the summer of
2019, with an average of five days of activation, which
represents a significant number of brand ambassadors per
province. Fortunately, Prime has a roster of hundreds of highly
qualified brand ambassadors.
-

±4,000 activation hours
6 provinces visited
418 brand ambassadors hired
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Others

(Promotional launch, product
launch & store opening)

CONTEST WINNER LOGISTICS
2019 | Others

Bikini Village held a contest last June to select influencers to
experience a VIP Miami Swim Show Experience. Prime’s
mandate was to build the complete journey of the influencers
and Bikini Village Social Media Team from the VIP airport
greeting to the in-room experience, tour guide journey, chauffeur
service, tours, dining experiences and photoshoot location
scouting.
-

20 planned activities
Schedule and logistics for 4 days in Miami
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K&K Launch
2018 | Product Launch

Aldo Group looked to Prime to assist in the product launch of the
Kendall + Kylie WHITE collection exclusively offered at Call It
Spring.
We hosted a VIP shopping experience at Call It Spring Yorkdale
to celebrate the launch of the K+K WHITE handbag collection by
providing all decor elements, treats, mocktails and a balloon wall
for a photo contest.
-

125 gift bags handed out
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STORE OPENINGS
2012-2016 | Store opening

Prime Marketing led all communications and marketing activities
for the renovation and opening of new Brunet stores.
Prime conducted press relations and marketing for various
stores, including cocktail receptions, speech writing, bunting and
invitations to business partners, the media and public figures.
-

±100 branch opening and reopenings
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EVENT
MARKETING

1
B.

CORPORATE EVENTS

Whether we are organizing a fundraiser, a private event or
a banquet, we like putting our XM twist on your corporate
events. Our extensive experience in sparking emotions
helps us creatively bring to life ideas that leave a lasting
impression. Also, our team is set up for success, working
with vetted, select suppliers who only bring the highest
quality and expertise to the mix. With 20+ years of
experience, we have a strong influence in negotiating
supplier costs and materials of all sorts.
You will have peace of mind knowing that your event is in
the hands of professionals that obsess about making sure
your event will be the talk of the town!
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Corporate events we’ve
organized through the years:
-

Fundraisers
Private events
Silent auctions
Sport challenges
Banquets
Conferences
Meeting
Team-building retreats
General assembly

RMHC SKI CHALLENGE
1996-2019 | Corporate events

For over 20 years, our team has been responsible for bringing
the Ronald McDonald Charity House ski challenge fundraising
event to life. We have managed all sales and sponsorships as
well as the friendly ski competition, the welcome cocktail party
and the silent auction and dinner show. We have a detailed
sponsorship plan that includes approaching several companies,
and our personalized and regular follow-ups have undoubtedly
made a big difference in the number of partners and participants
present. Our team manage every aspect of the event, from
registration to onsite logistics.
-

$210,000 raised in 2018
± 250 participants
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SUPPLIER PARTY
2019 | Corporate events

Prime organized the Bikini Village private party during the Miami
Swim Show 2019. Our mandate was to customize the decor,
build a tasteful, on-brand photo booth and hire a photographer.
We also managed high-level executives by providing chauffeur
services and helping to enhance their stay in Miami. The 90
attendees had a fun night, and our client now has an event its
suppliers look forward to attending in the coming years.
-

90 attendees
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A TOAST TO TIFF
2019 | Corporate events

Prime was tasked with designing and fabricating a 1920s
Gatsby-themed setting inside a luxury suite at the
Intercontinental Hotel in Toronto. The suite was created to host
interviews and intimate gatherings with TIFF’s elite celebrities,
actors and actresses like Tom Hanks, Nicki Minaj and Jennifer
Lopez.
The suite was staffed with bartenders, barbacks, bussers and
brand ambassadors to greet and host guests throughout the
activations.
-

4 successful launch events (daytime celebrity
interviews, 3 night parties)
National media coverage across major news networks
Ongoing program for 5+ years
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CINEPLEX PHOTO BOOTH
2019 | Corporate events

Prime designed, built and activated two interactive booths at
Cineplex’s annual leadership summit which hosts nearly 300
Managers from across the country. The objective was to build
fun “instagrammable” rooms where attendees could take
pictures and share on social media.
The first booth was a Tron-themed infinity mirror and an
oversized Cineplex-branded popcorn bag with seemingly floating
popcorn.
-

Successful installation of two interactive booths
1200+ participants
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2
CREATIVE SERVICES
A. IDEATION
B. DESIGN

2

CREATIVE
SERVICES

We offer integrated solutions that
combine strategy and creativity to
achieve your goals.
A. IDEATION
−
Briefing templates
−
Brainstorming
−
Concept development
−
Concept validation
−
Consumer flow charts
B. DESIGN
−
Graphic design
−
Artistic direction
−
3D & CAD Renderings
−
Blueprinting
−
Event design
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CREATIVE
SERVICES

2
A.

IDEATION

Ideas are not a dime a dozen
We’ve seen and executed thousands of events. We are
privy to where the industry has come from and where it is
taking it in the future.
Our national team will work together to brainstorm, review
past projects, incorporate trends and future technologies
and provide concepts based on the strategies and
objectives of our client.
Once ideas are validated or approved, they are given to
our design team to create mock-ups/renderings.
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CREATIVE
SERVICES

2
B.

DESIGN

The look and feel are key
We understand that the design, layout, consumer flow and
general look and feel of your event are important. Our in-house
designers not only bring ideas to life with captivating 3D
renderings and drawings, they also help design our event
settings and create a strong consumer flow.
Our designers are experts in their field and work to create
renderings, drawings and blueprints and provide overall artistic
direction. Since design and fabrication go hand in hand, our
teams work in tandem to incorporate every last detail.
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3
FABRICATION

3

FABRICATION

TIME TO BUILD
Now that design is complete it’s time
to build.
Our in-house fabrication team works closely with our
ideation and design team to ensure all elements are
quality controlled/assured and workback schedules
are managed. Our Workshops and those of our
partners are equipped with all the tools and
resources needed. Whether the design calls for a 30foot mobile trailer, a shipping container or laminated
plywood tables, our teams and trade experts will
build to specifications, delivering superior quality to
ensure product longevity.

CUSTOM FABRICATION
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

PRIME OWNED ASSETS
−
−
−
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Workback management
QA/QC checkpoints
In-house builds
Mobile trailers
Shipping containers
Food trucks
Woodworking
Epoxy finishing
Electrical management
Installation and tear down

Showroom on wheels
Coffee trailer
Others

Custom Fabrication

SEE-THRU KITCHEN
2019 | Custom Fabrication

VIDEO

To debunk myths about cooking and preparation methods, as
well as food quality, Prime accepted McDonald's challenge to
build a 100% autonomous glass kitchen. Our solution allowed
our client to sample 1 Big Mac every 10 seconds in Dundas
Square on October 18. The activation was designed to regain the
hearts of consumers reluctant to try McDonald's classics, now
juicier and tastier than ever.
Consumers finally got the chance to see what happens “behind
the curtains” as they will witness their burger being assembled
from the grill to their hands.
-

300 Big Macs per hour
± Full size restaurant equipment
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SANTA’S SUMMER TOY WORKSHOP
2019 | Custom Fabrication

In collaboration with MediaCom, VTech and LeapFrog called on
Prime Marketing to design, fabricate and activate a product
awareness program with the theme of Santa’s Workshop in the
summer. In a 20 x 20 foot customized space, brand
ambassadors invited consumers to engage with the product to
learn about its features and enjoy free play.
Brand awareness was used to push sales in preparation for the
upcoming holiday season.
-

± 500 families visited the booth
90% of the children’s guardians chose LeapFrog as
their preferred children's tech brand
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HALLOWEEN MOBILE HOUSE
2018 | Custom Fabrication

Prime built and activated a Halloween Skittles haunted house for
MediaCom. The objective was to showcase the fun side of the
brand by going through Toronto’s streets and giving out Skittles.
We were asked to build a mobile Halloween-inspired, Victorian
style house with lights, smoke and music. Over three days, the
house moved around Toronto, stopping at different locations
where a zombie hand gave out Skittles to media, parents,
students, etc. Our main objective was to create buzz on social
media.
-

9 Toronto locations in 3 days
Skittles haunted house featured live on CP24
6,000 packs of Skittles given out
Major media coverage
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PIXMA INTERACTIVE BOOTH
2019 | Custom Fabrication

The ultimate goal was to target the “do-it-yourself” person in the
family. Canon wanted the PIXMA printer to be seen as an
essential tool for DIYers to take their projects to the next level.
Printers are no longer limited to traditional printing jobs (photos
and documents), and we wanted crafters to know that. Prime
was tasked with designing and fabricating an environment at
Sherway Mall that would allow consumers to engage with the
printers and experience the ease of DIY printing with creative
elements from Canon Creative Park. Consumers left with a
branded photo ornament for the tree or a screen-printed shirt.
Canon had the #1 market share for laser printers in the
Nov/Dec period
5 days, 4 brand ambassadors
5,000+ consumers engaged
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TD BLACK HISTORY MONTH
2019 | Custom Fabrication

We were tasked with building an oversized living history book in
four weeks for TD Black History Month in partnership with
Cossette. The 8′ x 12′ book we created featured two 98″
screens that showcased historical black history content and
allowed consumers to write a personal story that would be
featured on the pages for months to come. Prime built the digital
application and the moderation elements to ensure the content
was encrypted, safely monitored and filtered before going live.
The tour consisted of 12 high-profile events in four markets
across Canada.
-

15 events
4 cities: Toronto, Gatineau, Halifax, Montreal
Digital development and coding of apps with moderation
5,000 live impressions
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McDonald’S TRAILERS
2019 | Custom Fabrication

We designed trailers to sample McDonald’s products at a high
volume without compromising quality and in keeping with
Golden Arch standards.
The trailers featured state-of-the-art equipment, fridges, storage,
high-capacity generators, high-volume water tanks and prep
space, all designed and fabricated in-house by the Prime Ops
team to ensure trailer functionality and successful activations.
Each trailer also featured 24/7 remote monitoring through GPS
tracking and temperature gauges to prevent any damage to the
equipment when operating in extreme climates.
-

Up to 6,000 cups per event
Operations at 40℃ to -35℃
Restaurant-grade equipment
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Prime Owned Assets

COFFEE TRAILER
2013 | Prime owned assets

This trailer is equipped to serve up to 6,000 cups of brewed
coffee/tea per event. Fully self-sufficient, it is the perfect way to
surprise and delight consumers at any event or city location. Its
specifications include a 35 Kwh onboard generator, indoor and
outdoor power outlets, heat, water filtration systems, a storage
area with sink, side door and back door access for clients and
two 32 in. media screens for looped advertisements and other
branding purposes.
-

Up to 6,000 cups per event
Operations at 40℃ to -35℃
Restaurant-grade equipment
18 ft. long x 8.5 ft. wide x 7.5 ft. tall
Self-sufficient thanks to a 35 KWh onboard generator
2 large fresh/black water holding tanks that can produce 6,000+
samples without any refilling required
24/7 GPS monitoring and remote access to minimize maintenance
costs and ensure functionality at any activation from +45°C to -40°C
Large branding opportunities to maximize exposure
Roof access for additional branding (inflatables, DJ booth, etc.)
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OTHER
2018 - today | Prime owned assets
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4

DIGITAL
A. WEB DEVELOPMENT
B. DATA COLLECTION
& MANAGEMENT

4

DIGITAL

Digital engagement with consumers
Digital integration within event marketing is highly beneficial,
as it leads to deeper engagement and provides an
opportunity to create ongoing communication with the
consumer. Digital apps/CFA’s(Consumer facing applications)
and Data Management are 2 of the most common elements.
Digital Apps/CFA’s continue to be a key element in
field as it bridges the gap between offline (XM) to
online, extending the consumer interaction and acts
as another touchpoint.
Data Management also drives ROI through data
collection, allowing our team to analyze key metrics
in-field and off-field.
We are always curiously monitoring new trends and what
the future holds!
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4
A.

DIGITAL
WEB DEVELOPMENT

We create applications and platforms that allow consumers to
interact with in field and online. Consumer Facing Applications
(CFA’s) help to drive greater ROI and help to create visual
elements to our programs.
Step 1: Secure hosting service for the CFA (www.yourevent.com)
Step 2: Wireframing of the pages/consumer experience
Step 3: Graphic design of CFA
Step 4: Development and coding of CFA
Step 5: Integrate all copy/text into CFA
Step 6: Test CFA on all operating systems (IOS/Android, etc)
Step 7: Live dry run of application with client
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4

DIGITAL
B.

DATA COLLECTION & MANAGEMENT

Data is shaping up to be the world's MOST valuable resource.
We offer multiple tools in 4 main segments. All are important for enhancing your events and will help build data to calculate
ROI.

NET PROMOTER
SCORE
Survey based program
to measure before and
after impressions of the
brand/product.
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GEO TRACKING

MOBILE POLYGONING

DATA MANAGEMENT

Target
consumers
at
the
activation or event and provide a
custom offer through WiFi,
Cellular Data, or RFID. Offers can
also be monitored for redemption.

MP defines location perimeters
which enable it to follow each
distinct user to a defined
locations and can deliver ads
while users are in the store and
also after they have left.

Strict enforcement of data
collection and encryption is
imperative. We implement the
highest standards to ensure all
data is managed and we work
with your legal departments to
ensure we follow all guidelines
as well.

TD BLACK HISTORY MONTH
2019 | Digital and Data Collection & Management

We built 3 consumers facing applications that were showcased on two
98” screens. The left screen - build a platform that has the ability to
showcase dynamic content of historical black Canadians in 5 different
markets. Depending on the market, we were tasked with changing the
content to show 4-7 Black History stories of specific individuals from
that city.
The second screen was built to allow consumers to write and share
their personal story about Black History Month based on 3 story
prompts. The third CFA was Ipad based and allowed consumers to use
these devices to write their story within 500 characters. Once
completed the story would be submitted to a backend moderation site
(restricted site with login credentials) where key stakeholders could
approve or decline the story. Once the story was reviewed and
approved, it would populate live onto the right side screen that acted as
a living story book across Canada
-

3 CFA’s
Design and build 2 screens, ipad: wireframes and coding)
Remote moderation design and build (approval, decline, track
consumer metrics / KPI’s)
Data management (Highest level of encryption and mgt))
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CINEPLEX MOVIE LAUNCHES
2019 | Digital and Data Collection & Management

For a murder-mystery comedy, whodunit- style film, Cineplex
tasked Prime with creating a fun and engaging photo booth
experience leveraging the character art posters. Consumers had
to pick one of eleven images using a green screen setup. They
could then print and email their photo for sharing on social media
after the experience.
Additionally, we asked consumers to visit the booth and make
their best guess as to who committed the crime by choosing one
of eleven 3.5" x 2" cards prior to watching the movie. If they
chose correctly, they had to return to the booth with the correct
card to receive a Cineplex prize pack.
-

± 3 days of activations (pre-screening VIP)
3,000 people reached
1 Market: ON
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“ The future is storymaking.”
– Campaign live

Anand Puran
Vice President, Strategic Partnerships

Thank-you !

anand@primemarketing.ca
T 1 866-941-3073 *232
C 416-931-4566
primemarketing.ca

USA

CANADA
QUEBEC CITY
940 boulevard du Lac
Quebec, QC G2M 0C9

MONTREAL
2000 avenue McGill College,
6th Floor
Montreal, QC H3A 3H3

TORONTO
5025 Orbitor Dr, 1-400
Mississauga, ON L4W 4Y5

CALGARY
5815 40th Street SE #6
Calgary, AB T2C 2H6

VANCOUVER
1546 Derwent Way,
Suite 204B
Delta, BC V3M 6N4

BOCA RATON
2255 Glades Road,
Suite 324A
Boca Raton, FL 33431

CHICAGO
564 W. Randolph Street,
2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60661

